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Co-opetition among digital platforms and consumer welfare 

Florence Thépot1 

 

As was long recognised upon opening the Google investigation back in 2010, even the most basic 

tools of competition law analysis, such as market definition have been challenged by the special 

characteristics of digital platforms.2 Market definition, and the assessment of market power are 

important steps in antitrust analysis since they trigger the threshold for intervention in abuse of 

dominance cases. Defining the relevant market does not enable any conclusion regarding 

infringement of competition law; but it does help define the contours and the nature of competition. 

This is of critical importance in such markets where intense competition for innovation coexists with 

substantial market power held by a few actors. 

This note provides some comments on the nature of competition among digital platforms (mainly 

the GAFA), which will be qualified as ‘co-opetition’, to reflect the complementarity of services 

offered and fierce rivalry among the platforms in their strategies of vertical integration. The main 

question is the extent to which co-opetition among digital platforms, and the associated race for 

innovation serves consumer welfare both in a static and dynamic perspective. This note will give 

examples based on the Google shopping decision; and draws from remarks given at the UCL 

conference ‘Digital Platforms and the Widening EU/US Competition Law and Regulation Gap’ in 

February 2018.3 

Market definition in digital markets: A need to move away from the ‘functionalities’ offered to 

consumers 

Market definition typically entails an analysis of demand- and supply-substitutability to gauge the 

existence of competitive constraints. In the Google shopping decision, the Commission discusses the 

extent to which online retailers and merchant platforms (such as Amazon) set competitive 

constraints on Google on the shopping comparison functionality. Based on a careful consideration of 

market data; the conclusion is that merchant platforms only act as limited substitutes for users and 

sellers. One of the arguments advanced is that Google Shopping does not sell products directly to 

users; but acts as an intermediary between sellers and shoppers. Instead, although they may offer 

similar multi-brand comparison experience to users; merchant platforms also do enable the sales to 

be concluded and orders to be processed.4 

I believe that a more dynamic approach is required to complement the ‘static’ approach that is 

associated with an analysis of substitutes.  This dynamic enquiry entails prospection of what Google 

shopping is likely to become in the near future. This differs slightly from an analysis of potential 

competition which asks whether competitors are likely to enter and exert some competitive 

constraints. The dynamic approach to substitutability, instead, enquires whether the service or 

product at stake may evolve in a way that it will be submitted to additional competitive constraints. 

To illustrate this: the possibility to purchase directly on Google is currently being tested, for Android 

users in the US. Users would then be able to purchase directly products of participating online 
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retailers directly on Google; rather than having to be redirected onto the retailers’ website to 

conclude the sale. This may hint at how Google shopping may evolve from a pure comparison service 

to a merchant platform in the near future.5 I will give a further illustration of how defining 

competitive constraints based on functionalities may become quickly obsolete in such sectors, 

thereby making a static and functionality-based approach to substitutability inadequate. Some years 

ago; (or before I had a smartphone) were I asked what ‘functionalities’ or ‘products’ I would use to 

find a restaurant in a city as a tourist; I would possibly search first in a touristic guide book; then 

check reviews online on my computer; and use a satnav device in a car to get to that place. Today; 

all three functionalities are offered as integrated services (eg. Google Places etc); enabling users to 

search for places based on location, read reviews and get directions with just one device.  It means 

that such integrated services may impose competitive constraints on a range of functionalities that 

were deemed to be unconnected some years before. Thus, a dynamic analysis of competitive 

constraints should complement the static substitutability –based approach that remains very 

important since based on actual rather than prospective type of evidence. In short; the Google 

Shopping inquiry ought to have asked: to what extent are Amazon (or other merchant platforms) 

and Google likely to compete in the near future; if so, would this set sufficient constraints on 

Google’s behaviour? (to establish the degree of market power, together with an analysis of other 

factors such as barriers to entry etc.). 

Furthermore, acknowledging the two-sided nature of digital platforms requires us to move away 

from a static and functionality-based approach to market definition. Building on a pioneering article 

by Rochet and Tirole, a number of authors have written on the critical implications of multi-sided 

platforms for market definition and the assessment of market power. Among the issues considered 

are whether current tools such as the SSNIP test are suitable, particularly when pricing models are 

founded on gratuity for consumers. Early proponents of a multi-sided approach raised the risk of 

defining markets too narrowly in a way that raises the scope of antitrust inquiry for abuse of 

dominance cases. 6 To address this issue one of the question is whether one or several markets need 

to be defined to account for the multi-sided character of the platform.7 Thus, some authors suggest 

defining a market that reflects the platform’s role as intermediary for internalising indirect network 

effects between different user groups. In particular, it would be incomplete to only define a platform 

based on the functionality offered to users (eg. Facebook as a social-networking service: Google as a 

search-engine etc) since this eludes the critical interactions with the advertiser’s side that is at the 

heart of the business model. Wider market definition such as establishing the relevant market of 

digital platforms as ‘monetising users’ information’ or the ‘attention market’ are examples of what 

digital platforms actually do as business and compete in.8 Analysis of substitution based on 
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functionalities is not irrelevant though; it helps understand why large platforms may have market 

power in their own segments within a wider market definition. (eg. The same way product 

differentiation does confer market power).9 As such a dynamic approach to the relevant market 

needs not reduce antitrust scrutiny towards large platforms. 

The nature of competition: Co-opetion and vertical integration strategies 

Taking some distance from a strict functionality-based approach, it seems reasonable to hold that 

Amazon and Google do or are likely to compete in innovation around online shopping services 

(among other things). At the same time; Google and Amazon offer complementary or vertically-

related services. As the CEO of Amazon puts it; Amazon and Google are simultaneously business 

partners and competitors: ‘While much is made, including by us, about co-opetition with Amazon 

(the ability to leverage and compete against Amazon), we see Amazon’s co-opetition efforts with 

Google as becoming increasingly important, and in many ways, problematic for Amazon’.10 The 

nature of competition is thus particular; both platforms leverage each other’s services (Google 

brings traffic to Amazon) while competing at the same time. Similar considerations enable to 

conclude that the large digital platforms are all engaged in fierce rivalry, using similar business 

models; irrespective of the different functionalities they offer; which may also complement each 

other. Looking at a chronologic evolution of the functionalities they offer; digital platforms have 

converged in competing in very many different segments of the tech industry; even if they each built 

their original success on very distinctive services. (eg. Facebook: social-networking: Google: search-

engine etc); as the table below shows. Taking into account the advertisers side of their business 

model which plays a critical part; and in which digital platforms all compete we may say that the 

largest digital platforms all seem to compete on innovating in the tech-market, by way of vertical 

integration strategies.11  
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Technology Comparison: Google v. Amazon v. Facebook v. Apple, CitiusMind (June 2017)12 

Consumer welfare and innovation  

What are the implications for consumer welfare of such vertical integration strategies by digital 

platforms? Does fierce rivalry in innovation in the tech sectors keeps the consumer ‘safe’ both in the 

short and long-run? Consumer welfare, if understood as quality, low prices and choice in the short 

run; may be easily satisfied by the breadth of tech services offered at low price today. Gratuity; 

typical of multi-sided platforms business strategies; may also reinforce the idea that consumers are 

better off today than yesterday. Vertical integration strategies also may however favour the 

segmentation of users in eco-systems (eg. Google Android; or Apple); and as such may reduce the 

ease with which consumers switch to other services. As long as there is enough competition and 

innovation between these eco-systems; consumer welfare is theoretically preserved. Consistent with 

the idea of protecting competition, not competitors; one should be less concerned with competition 

for an outdated technology or type of service than with the possibility that innovators have to reach 

the market.  

The key question is thus whether potential entrants and ‘co-opetition’ among platforms are a 

credible safeguard to innovation; and thus, to consumer welfare in the longer-run. Based on the 

assumption that rapid innovation paces are the main tools against ‘lazy’ monopolists; there are two 

main threats to consumer welfare in the longer-run: the significance of network effects and 

consumers’ inertia or the power of ‘convenience’13 that prevails in today’s society. Network effects 

operate among users; but also indirectly among advertisers and users; and considerably limit the 

ability of new entrants to penetrate a market dominated by large actors. In particular, one may 

wonder what innovation it would take to have Google’s search engine supremacy displaced by a 

competing one; and whether this could be achieved by a new entrant.14 Advertisers greatly benefit 

from the large breadth of targeted advertising enabled by the pool of user data generated by the 

engine (not to mention the other Google services used that enable greater targeting). Users seem to 

be ‘faithful’ to a service they have known for years; a process reinforced by the vertical integration 
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strategies of the GAFA; which provides ‘convenient’ solution to users increasing consumer ‘lock-in’. 

Other conclusions may however be reached in relation to other services offered by the GAFA. 

Innovation may have no limits; as new solutions come in every day to challenge incumbents; in a 

way that may preserve dynamic competition. This optimistic view is however nuanced by the ability 

of large platforms to leverage the power of network effects from one segment or service to the 

other; as the Google Shopping decision critically illustrates. Vertical integration strategies, together 

with significant network effects may demand a revised and reasoned approach to the ‘common 

carrier antitrust’, that is the extent to which a company will remain allowed to give preferential 

treatment to its vertically-integrated services with which its main competitors compete.15 Today 

more than ever; the critical question is whether innovation by large platforms and potential entrants 

will keep pace; especially if successful entrants are targeted by acquisition strategies by large 

platforms. (eg. WhatsApp; Instagram etc). Consumers’ growing concern for privacy and data 

protection may provide opportunities for disruptive innovations; the expression of which should be 

encouraged.  

Conclusive remarks and recommendations  

- Market definition should complement its static and functionality-based approach to 

substitutability with a dynamic inquiry into product or services’ likely evolutions. Such rapid 

changes may have implications regarding the scope of competitive constraints. 

- Understanding the particular nature of competition, as one of ‘co-opetition’ and driven by 

vertical integration strategies is of critical importance for the assessment of market power.  

- Network effects and consumers inertia may be a threat to innovation by new entrants; 

requiring a revised approach to leveraging strategies by dominant companies 

- Competition authorities may engage in advocacy campaigns to encourage consumers 

demand for alternative and innovative business models. 
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